
Trempealeau County Fair Combine Demo

Saturday, July 20, 2024

Combine Demo Regulations 
1. No Working 4wd.  Any 4wd must be disabled.
2. All glass must be removed
3. Unload auger must be removed
4. Only Air allowed in tires.  No Foam or fluid allowed in Tires. No Duals
5. No headlights or Taillights
6. Cab must have safety bars welded at least 36” from floor of cab on the front sides for driver’s

protection
7. Reinforcements for steering cylinders and drive train allowed
8. No fuel tanks on exterior sides of combine
9. Functioning Seatbelt and helmets required!
10. Combine head needs to be 20” off the ground and locked in a permanent position
11. Combine grain tables must have the reel, guards, sickles, and any loose sheet metal removed.

All Combine corn heads must have the row units removed. NO SHARP EDGES on Combine head.
12. Header bracing allowed, but not to extend past the tires
13. Combine heads can be welded to the feeder house with a diameter of 4” or less material.
14. Combine ladders and unloading augers must also be removed. Separator must be inoperative.

The driver’s door must be chained or welded shut.
15. Reinforcement around radiator is allowed.
16. Auger on header must be empty
17. No engine performance fuels are allowed (NOS)

Reasons for Disqualification 

 Combine head falls off
 Drinking Alcohol before competition
 Pushing combine beyond barriers
 Direct hits to the cab of other combines
 Immobile combine for 2 minutes or more
 Drivers must stop their machine if contact causes another combine to lift the tires off the

ground.  This rule is designed to eliminate roll-overs
 Any combine deemed to be spraying oil into spectator areas, may be disqualified
 Any hazards identified by judges as a safety risk to spectators
 Inappropriate or offensive markings on combines.
 Breaking any of the Demo regulations listed above

All Rulings by the Judges are final. 

Registration Details 

 Register evening of event on-site at the County Fair, starting at 3 pm
 Entry Fee $100
 Drivers must be at least 18 years of age. Or a minimum of 16 years old with Parents Consent



Trempealeau County Fair Combine Demo

o Cash awards provided to 1st, 2nd,, 3rd, and 4th Place
 1st Place -$1,200
 2nd Place - $900
 3rd Place - $600
 4th Place - $300
 $100 award to Best in Show - Favorite driver determined by the crowd

Questions - Contact Sam Kling - 715-299-0555




